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DYW SKILLS ACADMEY
The DYW Skills Academy was a 5-week programme launched in the summer
of 2020 and it was made available to all young people who had left or were
leaving school and were eager to get industry ready. DYW Skills Academy
was packed with educational content that can take you a step forward in your
career journey and get you industry ready.

"The Skills Academy was an invaluable
resource for me during the summer and gave
me skills I will use throughout the rest of my
life. Having the ability to have my CV reviewed
by directors of well known companies in the
midst of a global pandemic was such a great
opportunity and in my opinion, puts me one
step ahead of other people when applying for
jobs. 

Also, having the opportunity to participate in a
mock interview, again with experienced
company interviewers and directors meant that
my first real job interview was less daunting
and therefore easier. On top of that, the
various webinars, videos, newsletters and
articles by the DYW skills academy throughout
the summer gave me lots of knowledge and
advice about the world of work that I otherwise
wouldn’t have found out.

Overall, it was an opportunity that I will always
be grateful for as it was a tool that helped me
get a job during a time where competition for
jobs was extremely high and vacancies were
few and far between. If it hadn’t been for the
academy during the summer, I certainly
wouldn’t be in the position I am in now.”

Industry: Various

Activity: DYW SKILLS ACADEMY 

organisation:  Various

School: All Secondary Schools

Euan was an S6 leaver from Hawick High School and
had secured a place at college on an HND course in
accounting, however he ideally wanted a fulltime job but
did not feel industry ready. Euan, who attended and
completed the programme which included video content
delivered by industry experts, bite sized e-learning
modules, virtual mock interviews and CV reviews carried
out by employers, was exactly what he needed as he has
now secured a full time Tax Accountants Assistant role
with JRW Chartered Accountants in his local town.
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